“Our mission at Commercial Bird Control is to
change the image of Bird Proofing. Our services
will evolve with technology and our clients requirements. Safe and productive working practices are adhered to at all times. Client satisfaction
and quality of work is at the heart of what we do.
With 3 generations of experience and a highly motivated team of installers, quality and the right solution to our clients is imperative.
We at Commercial Bird Control are always looking
to offer a service better than everyone else. With
that in mind we always look at our client’s needs
and develop areas of the business to suit them.
With high levels of experience and training, Commercial Bird Control are the only Bird Proofing
company you will ever need.”
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Our network of European suppliers mean we can supply and install any system currently on
the market.
We install systems such as Avishock™, Agrilaser™ and Bird Free™ (Fire Gel) to name a few.
Our range of services and systems are at the forefront of the industry with expert
knowledge and dedicated installation teams.
Whilst covering the whole of the UK for a number of our large national clients, we are sure
to provide a solution.
Our services include the traditional, more commonly known systems such as netting, spiking
and post and wire as well as new and innovative products.
We work closely with all our clients, ensuring we understand there specific requirements and advise on the options
available. We like to focus to prevention rather than repeated reaction. This ethos has proven a cost effective and efficient method of control.
All staff are fully trained, qualified and undergo on-going industry leading training and development programs.
We are full members of the BPCA ensuring our knowledge, training and skills are of the highest quality in the industry.
Our innovative approach provides safe and high standards of prevention methods.

Falconry is a cost effective solution to large sites. We consider the environment of the site
and local population and provide a bespoke solution to the problem areas. Multiple visits
to a site on a regular basis will deter populations from settling and prevent a bad problem
increasing. This is to be considered on a site by site basis as so many local factors need to
be considered.
Falconry is an in-expensive solution to multi roof and large area sites.

By far the most commonly considered method for bird prevention. Netting creates a physical barrier preventing access and activity.
Over small and large areas our netting will prevent all nesting and roosting activities created
by the pest species. We advise you on design, position and type of nettings to be used. We
install all gauges in all colours and formats, ensuring this is the right solution for our client.
Our netting systems are designed to stay in keeping with the surroundings and provide a
discrete and effective solution.
Remember, anyone can put up a net. To install a net that will last, be effective and discrete is a skill. Every site is different and years of experience have proved how important an effective netting system is.
We have installed netting which is a few square meters to 98,000Sq/m. Used to cover faces of buildings to large open
lakes, our experienced technicians can install in virtually any scenario. We have used netting in many different innovative ways, including bird protection. One installation was to protect debris falling into a Penguin enclosure. See our gallery on our website for more information.
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Post and Wire, also known as Sprung Wire is an effective and discrete solution.
Used primarily on all types of ledges it is ideal for low populated areas. The system works
by creating an unstable/sprung wire running across the effective area. The bird will try to
land in the area and while not gaining a significate perch on the thin wires will move on.
Wires are held in place using stainless steel posts (Only 4mm diameter) and can run for any
length on any type of surface.
This is one of the easiest systems to install incorrectly. Depending on the species, the width of the ledge and substrate it is imperative the system is installed correctly. We have installed 1000’sKm of Post and Wire with effective
Along with netting, Pinguard systems are commonly used in many scenarios. Used most
effectively as ledge protection it is a far more effective deterrent in higher populated areas.
We supply and install Pinguard in many forms depending on the pest species on site and
the conditions. Pinguard can deter birds from ledges between 30mm – 300mm wide. We
also supply Pinguard of different materials depending on the location and environment of
the site. Stainless steel, marine grade stainless steel and UV stabilised UPVC are all options
available to our customers.
In addition to the normal application of spikes we can supply and install specialist versions. These include ‘Ridge
Spikes’, some ridges are hard to install with traditional adhesives due to their design. We can install these specialist
version with and angled base for a more secure fix.
Other versions include window brackets, this allows a window ledge to be protected while allowing a window to
open and close easily. Specialist bracts are also available to fix to thin ledges such as gutters.
Our services range far beyond others. We have our own in-house manufacturing department meaning we can create bespoke, cost effective solutions. We have expanded in these
areas by installing rat proof fencing in high pedestrian and vehicle areas. With every rat
proof fencing work we have installed it has given the client a 100% rat free environment,
immediately.
A large amount of our work requires bespoke stanchions to help give the net definition
thus allowing for a high quality installation. We have this covered as well, they are all manufactured in-house. So much so we are also the UK’s largest manufacturer and distributor of these products to
others.
Bringing access to areas never before possible, and in such an inventive way!
To survey a site from the ground brings with it obvious problems, our fully qualified Drone
Pilots are on hand ready to take you to new heights. Our drones come loaded with all the
latest in technology and safety features. We can film around a site and acquire images all in
4K quality.
Many locations don’t have easy access to roofs for example, this is where the drone comes
in. We are able to make accurate representations and specifications for our clients. It has
eliminated the need of a return visit to site using MEWPS which are expensive for such remedial works. It gives us a
far more accurate impression of the site and the issues you face.
Every UAV pilot is fully trained with a PfCO issued from the CAA. We are also fully insured meaning you should have
no worries about your flight.
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